Munich, Erfurt, Dresden or remote

Back-End Developer
(M/F/D)
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHAPE THE FUTURE OF THE ENERGY?
Great - then become part of AMPEERS ENERGY. As a young energy start-up from Munich and a spin-off of the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, our heart beats for energy-efficient and sustainable software solutions and clean code
flows in our veins. With our IT and industry know-how we want to make the energy revolution so appealing to
companies that there is no reason not to tackle it. How do we do this? - Quite simply: With innovative business
models such as tenant flow and managed charging. And with a massive stack!

YOUR ROLE

YOUR SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS

_ You code at the heart of our cloud components

_ A degree with a focus on IT

_ You analyze complex processes and data flows

_ A clean and well-structured style in programming &

_ You understand complex cloud architectures
_ You want to develop yourself and the team

good ability to communicate your ideas

_ Knowledge in the development of web services

(JSON/REST/GraphQL) & secure handling of NodeJS
and/or Python

OUR OFFER

_ Machine learning competencies

_ Home office & trusted working hours: You decide when
and where you are most productive

_ Modern office in the heart of Munich, Erfurt or Dresden
_ Personal and professional development - beyond silos
_ Support of own ideas
_ Team spirit instead of trench warfare

_ Experience in working with relational databases
_ Openness for self-organised, agile working methods
_ Nice to have: DevOps
_ (Really) nice to have: Tablesoccer & Dart-Skills

INTERESTED?
THEN APPLY JUST NOW!

_ Really great colleagues
_ A job you can be proud of

SEND APPLICATION

AMPEERS ENERGY GmbH
Linprunstraße 16

Branch Münster
Lublinring 12

Contact
Mail hr@ampeersenergy.de

80335 Munich

48147 Münster

Phone +49 89 215367981

